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Abstract 
This study intends to improve the recommendation system by unifying both the implicit and 

explicit behavior of users. The implicit behavior indicates what users view over time regardless 

of the rating of what he views (implicit rating), whereas, the explicit behavior in this effort refers 

to what users rate for an item. The hamming distance is used to create a distance matrix that is 

converted to similarity matrix for users who are akin in terms of implicit rating. As for explicit 

ratings, the cosine similarity is used to create similarity matrix for users who are similar in terms 

of the scale used to rate an item. The proposed method is evaluated using three data sets; 

Movielens, Hetrec 2011, and Yahoo! Movies. The evaluation of the proposed method constrains 

with the measures of the related works. Thus, recall, precision, mean absolute error (MAE), and 

F-measures have been used. The experimental results show that the proposed system has a good 

performance, particularly Movielens dataset, when compared with the existing works. Our 

proposed method is free of any complex computations; at the same time it is competitive as 

comparable and better results are obtained considering other works. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors: [Computer-Social Networks] 

Key Words: Similarity,Cosine Similarity,Implicit Feedback,Explicit Feedback,Hamming 

Distance. 
 

 الخلاصة 
يٓذف انبذذ انى حذسيٍ أَظًت انخٕصيت عٍ طشيق حٕديذ سهٕك انًسخخذييٍ انصشيخ ٔانضًُي. يشيش انسهٕك انضًُي 

بًشٔس انزيٍ بغط انُظش عٍ حقييى يا يشاْذِ , بيًُا انسهٕك  Movieأ انًخفي انى يارا يشاْذ انًسخخذو يٍ انـ 

نبُاء يصفٕفت انًسافاث ٔيٍ رى حذٕل انى يصفٕفت  hamming distance  يشكز عهى حقييى يا يشاْذِ. يسخخذو انصشيخ 

 cosine  خ فقذ اسخخذوانخشابٓاث  نهًسخخذييٍ انزيٍ يكٌَٕٕ يخشابٓيٍ يٍ َاديت انخقييى انضًُي . ايا بانُسبت نهخقييى انصشي

similarity نخهق يصفٕفت انخشابّ بيٍ انًسخخذييٍ يٍ َاديت انخقييى انصشيخ نًا يشاْذَّٔ . حى حقييى انُظاو انًقخشح باسخخذاو 

 Movielens, Hetrec 2011  ٔ . Yahoo! Movies يجًٕعاث يٍ انبياَاث  رلاد

 recallنخقييى الاعًال انًخعهقت لأغشاض انًقاسَّ. نزا حى اسخخذاوحى حذذيذ يقاييس انخقييى طبقا نهًقاييس انًسخخذيت 

precision,  mean absolute error (MAE) ٔ .F-measures 

ديٍ حى يقاسَخٓا يع  Movielens بيُج انُخائج انخجشيبيت اٌ أداء انُظاو انًقخشح جيذ عهى الأقم فيًا يخعهق ببياَاث  

حعقيذاث دسابيّ ٔبُفس انٕقج فإٌ انُخائج انخي حى انذصٕل عهيٓا يشابٓت ٔادياَا   تأي انًقخشح يٍالاعًال انذانيت. يخهٕ انُظاو 

 افضم قياسا بالأعًال انًٕجٕدة.
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, the recommendation system has been widely used by a variety of applications; for 

example, movies, music, news, books. In these applications, the users offer two types of feedback; 

implicit and explicit. As user feedback is examined, collaborative filtering is used as it is a common 

technique for building recommender systems. Explicit feedback can be represented as numeric 
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ratings input to assign the degree of preference for an item.  For example, Movielens uses a 1-5 star 

scale to rate the items,  whereas , implicit feedback includes user interests though clicks or 

purchases. 

Collaborative Filtering (CF) is a technique that is used to construct personalized 

recommendations on the Web, and it relies on past behavior of users. For the past behavior, it is 

either the history of viewing, purchasing or rating these items.  Thus, recommenders infer user 

preferences depending on implicit and/or explicit feedback. This study will focus on both implicit 

and explicit feedback as the literature appears lacking in this regard. 

[Nathan et al. 2010] unified both explicit and implicit feedback simultaneously in matrix 

factorization to develop collaborative filtering models, namely the co-rating and the co-ranking 

models. The co-ranking model provides a highly effective framework for unifying explicit and 

implicit feedback [1]. 

The authors in [Bell, et al. 2007] combined the two forms of feedback via a factored 

neighborhood model. Their contribution is derives interpolation using weights or ratings for all 

nearest neighbors simultaneously [2]. This is contrary to the other methods. 

For the work in [3], the unique properties of implicit feedback datasets have been assigned. In 

fact, factor model has been designed for implicit feedback. In addition, the authors have proposed 

also  scalable optimization procedure and applied their algorithm on television show. 
 

2. THE MEASURE OF SIMILARITY 
Similarity is measured between two sequences of documents, computer programs, chain letters 

or behavior of users to find out an evolutionary distance [4]. 

There are different types of similarity measures and there is no consensus on the “best” 

similarity measure [5]. The similarity measures for sequential data are the focus here. 

The concept of similarity is an important measure in different applications. For instance, the 

geometric methods are used in studies of congruence and homothety for assessing in mathematics, 

and trigonometry [6]. 
 

2.1 Cosine Similarity 
The cosine measure calculates the similarity between two users as the cosine of the angle 

between their corresponding behavior vectors [7]. Measuring the similarities of proteins pairs is a 

significant problem in molecular biology. 

The cosine similarity, θ, for two vectors of successive data, A and B is: [6] 

                                                   ( )  
   

‖ ‖ ‖ ‖
 ( ) 

For comparison between two vectors that represent the behavior of users over time in an online 

community, such as an online movie recommendation community, Movielens, represents the 

movies’ ratings over time that have been rated by users. 

 

                 *                   +  
  *                   +            

 

Where,    represents the rating of i-th movie which users viewing over time, and n represents 

the number of total movies. 
 

2.2 Hamming Distance 
The Hamming distance can be defined as the difference between two binary vectors that are 

equal in size [8].  Each binary sequence represents the views of movies of a user over time. Where 

   and     mean the     movie has been viewed and not viewed by user respectively. 

However, the similarity matrix can be obtained from hamming distance as follow [9]: 
 

             ( ) 
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3. THE PROPOSED MODEL 
The proposed model of unifying both the implicit and explicit feedbacks is somewhat different 

from the others in literature reviews.  A primary difference is that it depends on neighborhood 

domain. Explicit and implicit feedback are represented by the rating of items and what the items are 

rated by the users. The prediction model for each user is based on two neighborhoods, the first and 

second related to like-minded neighbors in terms of preferences of items, and in terms of how users 

rate these items respectively. 

This leads to the following prediction model, a matrix   (   ) is computed by the scalar 

product of the two matrices D and V which represent similarity matrix obtained using cosine 

similarity and similarity matrix obtained from (1) respectively.  

                                      

                                                = ∏ ∏  (          
 
    

 
   ) ( )                   

  

Thus, the prediction model for each user has been modeled by product the n-th rows of both 

matrices D and V. Each row in modeled matrix U has been sorted descending to obtain k-nearest 

neighbors for a user. So, the rating prediction formula has been designed as a weighted average as 

follows: 
 

   
  (∑   

 

   

   )   ( )                  ⁄  

 

Under this model, the rating prediction of i-th item for u-th user has been obtained by weighted 

average of K nearest neighbors.  The weighted average for k-th user      should meet the following 

condition: 
 

            ( ) 
 

Where the weight of the first neighbor is greater than that of the second neighbor and so on. 
 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
In this section we experimentally evaluate the performance of the proposed system using three 

popular datasets whose characteristics are shown in Table 1.  
 

Table (1) Descriptions of dataset 

 
 
 

 

 

The evaluation is a very important step in any recommendation system; otherwise it is not 

considered a successful system. Thus, the system here is evaluated using the items that have been 

rated by users and consider it as source condition.  

Generally,precision,recall and related measures are the most popular metrics for evaluating 

information retrieval systems.The measures related to the mean absolute error have also been 

applied. 

Precision and recall have been computed from the confusion matrix. Relevant represents only 

the items with rating scales of 4 or 5; otherwise they have been considered not relevant. The 

predicted items have been represented in the same manner, where the recommended items are those 

with rating scales of 4 or 5; otherwise they are not recommended.  

 

Dataset No. of users No. of movies 

Movielens 943 1682 

Hetrec 2011 2113 10197 

Yahoo!  Movies 7642 11915 
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Precision represents the likelihood that a prediction item is related, whereas, the recall is 

defined as the likelihood that an important item will be predicted. 

The results are displayed and compared with other recent methods in the following tables.  

Each table shows the results of the proposed method for one dataset. For instance; Table 1, Table 2, 

and Table 3 display the results for Movielens, Hetrec 2011, and Yahoo! Movies datasets 

respectively.  It is worth mentioning that the results of the other methods are displayed as published 

in papers and have not been replicated.  

Maybe the other methods share with or differ from the proposed system in terms of the 

evaluation measures, so the dash cells represent the measures that are not computed for a method in 

related works as illustrated in Table 1. As explained, the results for the proposed system are 

calculated for different k, but the sizes of k depends on the size of the dataset and as have been 

assigned in previous works.  Figures 1, 2, and 3 show the precision and recall over different k for 

the three datasets. 
 

5. DISCUSSIONS 
Generally, Table 1 shows substantial improvements of the proposed methods in terms of 

measures. Table 1 is the only table that displays the comparison with previous works, where the 

Movielens dataset is widely used in this area. Obviously, the accuracy of F-measures of the 

proposed method outperforms the others for Movielens dataset, except the first method in terms of 

MAE. Both Tables 3 and 4 display the results of Hetrec 2011 and Yahoo! Movies, respectively. In 

the literature, accuracy measures were not found as an evaluation method in rating prediction using 

both datasets, Hetrec2011 and Yahoo! Movies. The evaluation of the this proposed system using 

Movielens dataset shows that the likelihood of correctly recommended items from the relevant 

items is best from that of recommended items, and conversely for the both Hetrec2011 and Yahoo! 

Movies. Also of note, the mean absolute error increases as k increases, as shown in tables. 

Generally, the precision and recall increases and decreases as the size of neighbors increases 

respectively as shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3.  
 

Table (2) Results of F-measures, precision, and recall using Movielens dataset 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Algorithms Precision Recall F1 F2 F0.5 Accuracy MAE 

Weighted based 

Slope One [10] 
- 74.8% 74.5% 74.7% 74.4% - 0.7 

Weighted based 

Adjusted Cosine [10] 
- 67.9% 67.4% 67.7% 67.2% - 0.81 

(WDE) [4] 71% 28.84% 41.02% - - - - 

The proposed system 

(k=25) 68.5% 74.7% 71.4% 73.3% 69.6% 65.9% 0.78 

K=40 68.9% 71.3% 70% 70.8% 69.3% 65% 0.8 

(k=50) 68.9% 74% 71.3% 72.9% 69.8% 66% 0.81 

k=100 69.8% 69.1% 69.4% 69.2% 69.6% 65% 0.83 

K=150 70.6% 60.7% 65.2% 62.4% 68.3% 63% 0.91 
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Table (3) Results of F-measures, precision, and recall using Hetrec2011 dataset 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table (4) Results of F-measures, precision, and recall using Yahoo! Movies dataset 
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure (1) shows the Precision and recall curves over different k for Movielens dataset 
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Precision Recall F1 F2 F0.5 Accurac

y 

MA

E 

K=40 74.5% 70% 72.1% 70.8% 73.5% 70% 0.75 

K=50 74.5% 70.3% 72.3% 71.1% 73.6% 70% 0.75 

K=100 75% 68.5% 71.3% 69.2% 73.4% 70% 0.76 

K=150 75.2% 66.1% 70.3% 67.7% 73.1% 70% 0.77 

K=200 75.4% 64.6% 69.5% 66.5% 72.9% 68.9% 0.79 

K=500 76.3% 50.9% 61% 54.5% 69.3% 64% 0.96 

Size of neighbors Precisio

n 

Recall Accura

cy 

MAE 

K=50 84.5% 75.2% 69% 1.1 

K=100 84.3% 65.1% 63% 1.2 

K=150 84.1% 59.6% 56% 1.31 

K=200 84% 55% 57% 1.41 

K=250 83.9% 51.9% 55% 1.48 
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Figure (2) shows the Precision and recall curves over different k for Hetrec2011 dataset 
 
 

 

Figure (3) shows the Precision and recall curves over different k for Yahoo!  Movies dataset 
 

6. CONCLUSION 
This study suggested item and rating- based recommendation system that unifies implicit and 

explicit user behavior. The system is characterized by its simplicity, but the performance of the 

proposed system is comparable or sometimes better than related works, particularly Movielens 

dataset. To sum up, in the proposed system, the probability of correctly recommended items from 

all related or relevant items (recall) is better than from that of recommended items (precision) for 

small dataset and, conversely, for larger dataset.   
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